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1 Abstract

Deconstruction gives the general idea about the absence of truth since truth is
not objective. The theory inspires us to challenge the theory of privilege, which
always implies and summons its binary disparaged.

There is no Truth about privilege. Whether a certain term is privilege or
disparaged depends on our experience. The word ’submissive’ is taken positive
by the people of some south-eastern society, which holds a belief that a submis-
sive woman is a perfect wife. On the other hand, the word is taken negative
by the western countries, which believes in woman empowerment. Similarly,
the word ’fat’ has a negative connotation for the western people, who aspire to
have trimmed bodies. In antithesis, some people take it as a positive term that
displays ones wealth.

Is there any statement which can be true universally? If one seeks truth
and analyse it for it verity, what process should one undergo? If one seeks for
existence of God, prays during bad times, how can existence of devil be denied?
Actually, its what ones brain gets trained in the environment from childhood
to adolescence, that builds a wall where certain things will be categorized as
privileged and certain as disparaged. Its matter of how brain is trained to be
perceived.

Now, out of inquisitive human behaviour when one sees the difference in
truth, how same thing are perceived in different part of world, then the wall that
separates privilege and disparage starts to tremor. If we take theory of relativity
into account, it explains it all .All the truth or facts are relative. Either you need
comparison or perception, then what seems fact or decent seems the opposite.
If you are sitting on a chair in home, should you consider yourself moving or
resting? For a person just next to you, the answer would be resting. But since
Earth is moving at constant velocity, arent you moving?

The difference between privilege and disparage terms are relative and cant
exist or be explained rationally without existence of other. Further, this also
depends on environment that one is brought upon.
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